The rate of failures in HPC systems continues to increase as the number of components comprising the systems increases. System logs are one of the valuable information sources that can be used to analyze system failures and their root causes. However, system log files are usually too large and complex to analyze manually. There are some existing log clustering tools that seek to help analysts in exploring these logs, however they fail to satisfy our needs with respect to scalability, usability and quality of results. Thus, we have developed a log clustering tool to better address these needs. In this paper we present our novel approach and initial experimental results.
Introduction
In order to support the ever increasing demand for largescale parallel computing tasks high-performance computing (HPC) systems continue to grow in both number of computing components and in the complexity of support systems. Consequently the failure rates in such systems are increasing significantly [5] . Observed failure data also suggests that the failure rate grows linearly with the number of components [5] . Thus, efficient analysis of such failures becomes crucial for the HPC community in order to both understand their causes and mitigate their effects.
One of the most important sources of information related to failures in HPC systems is the system log files (e.g. /var/log/*). Messages indicating errors and other important events from both user and system software are kept in these log files. However, the number and variety of messages can be overwhelming, especially those in large or long running systems. For instance, the Blue Gene/L log file from [6] contains roughly four million messages over six months and has approximately 350 thousand unique messages, and the log file from the Liberty system [6] has approximately 260 million lines of messages over almost a year with approximately six million unique messages. With this amount of data, it is difficult for the analyst to determine relationships between messages and specific events of interest in a system. Being able to boil down the large number and apparent variety of log messages into a comprehensible summary of meaningful categories and sub-types while preserving their connection to the actual messages and their temporal associations with system components and other messages can guide analysts in identifying important events and performing further system analysis.
There exist several tools for system log analysis, some of which were specifically designed for log message pattern extraction (often referred to as log clustering tools because a pattern represents a set of matched log messages). Unfortunately, the existing pattern extraction tools do not satisfy our needs with respect to their ability to handle large datasets, the quality of result patterns, and the ability to explore the results. To address these issues we have developed a tool for log message pattern extraction (or log clustering), called "Baler" (as in "baling hay" to create reduced bundles from disparate pieces of hay) which we describe in this paper.
Related log clustering tools are discussed in Sect. 2. Our log clustering algorithm and heuristics are described in Sect. 3 . Experimental results and comparison of our tools and related tools are presented in Sect. 4 . Finally, conclusions and future work are addressed in Sect. 5.
Related work
This section briefly discusses related log message pattern mining.
Teiresias [4] is an algorithm for discovery of frequent patterns in sequences of numbers. Sisyphus [8] , a tool to mine anomalies in log files, contains a script called teirefy to utilize Teiresias in order to mine frequent pattern from system log files. However, due to Teiresias memory consumption, it could not even support 100,000 log file lines. Additionally, Teiresias seeks to mine frequent patterns and may discard infrequent log messages that contain important information.
Simple Log Clustering Tool (SLCT) [9] , forms groups (clusters) of similar log messages, and uses the resulting patterns as cluster representations. Pattern candidates are determined by examining the support (frequency of occurrence) of position,word pairs on a per-line basis. Pairs that have a support greater than a user defined threshold will be reported. The pattern candidates are highly dependent on the input dataset and contextually unrelated messages can skew the pattern candidate options. Hence an identical message in a different input dataset may not be reported as part of the same pattern and may not meet the threshold criteria to be reported at all. Additionally, depending on the support threshold, highly redundant messages in the input can produce overwhelming numbers of seemingly dissimilar patterns.
LogHound [10] is another log pattern mining tool developed by the same developer as SLCT. The core idea is still similar to SLCT in the sense that the frequent position,word items are likely to be constant terms and the non-frequent position,word items are the variation parts. LogHound utilizes a frequent itemsets mining algorithm. The resulting itemsets can be interpreted as frequent patterns by substituting missing positions in the set with a wild-card. LogHound also introduces a new approach to mine frequent itemsets out of a set of transactions using a breadth-first search algorithm. The LogHound mining algorithm also exploits a tree data structure similar to FP-tree in the FPGrowth algorithm to reduce memory usage when generating frequent itemsets. It uses a summary counter technique and hash table in order to reduce memory usage and processing time. However, for large data sets (e.g. 265 million lines of Liberty log), the tool still required so much memory that the 8 GB in our system was insufficient. Also the tool generated frequent patterns that were not mutually exclusive, i.e. an original message may be matched to more than one pattern, resulting in both discarding non-frequent interesting events and not being able to efficiently use the patterns for event classification.
Iterative Partitioning Log Mining (IPLoM) [3] also forms patterns based on frequency information of the words in the log messages. However, the heuristics are totally different. IPLoM uses four steps to divide logs into several clusters and obtain the final wild-card patterns. First, it separates the logs into the clusters of messages of equal token length. Second, for each cluster, it chooses the token position with least variety and separates the cluster into smaller clusters, each of which has variety of one at the designated token position. Third, for each cluster from the previous step, IPLoM picks the two least varying token positions with variety greater than one. The two words from first chosen token position and the second chosen token position are said to have a relation if there is a message containing both words at their respective positions. After a set of relations is formed the connected relations are identified (like components in a graph). In the fourth step, the varieties in each token position of each cluster resulting from the third step will be used to determine the message pattern representing each cluster. IPLoM's clustering heuristic based on token length and the position of lowest entropy can greatly reduce the number of output patterns caused by redundant messages but may also produce relatively small numbers of overly grouped clusters. Additionally, the tool works iteratively and requires many passes over the input data which can be very time consuming for large log files.
Baler log message clustering engine
All of the tools discussed in Sect. 2 utilize message patterns based on frequencies of the terms in the messages and require multiple passes over the input data. These properties result in entries of interest that happen infrequently being effectively discounted and prevent the tools from being able to incrementally process log files as entries are added without re-processing the entire file.
In the work presented in this section we seek to overcome these limitations while retaining the usability feature of condensing log files into a small number of informative sequences which can be expanded to reveal the underlying detail if desired. To this end we tokenize the data and perform clustering based on token attributes. Our methodology requires only single pass processing of the input data and is able to incrementally process log files without loss of global information. Patterns resulting are deterministic-messages from different input datasets will always be represented by the same output patterns and clusters, thus allowing explicit comparison of results over long time periods.
Initial processing
We initially parse the log messages using the following grammar. Each of the non-terminals can be described in regular expressions as follows. This tokenizes the input message into a sequence of symbol tokens, each having a token-id. We do not use regular space-delimited tokenization because it tends to give many and long token variations which can cause problems in the string-integer map. For the token-integer mapping, we utilize a hash mapping container implementation named unordered_map in GCC's TR1 library. We utilize boost::spirit::qi [1] for the parser implementation. This allows the programmer to easily embed their grammar into the source code. In addition, boost::spirit also supports semantic actions in the parsing process [1] . With this capability, we can easily set token attributes within the parsing process.
Token attributes in our current implementation are token ID, token type, string value and integer value. Once a token has been parsed, its string value will be checked against the mapping to see if it is an existing token. If so, its ID will be pushed into the sequence of integers representing the message in our form. If not, the new token object will be created, get a new ID and other attributes assigned, before the new ID is inserted into the sequence. The type attribute of the token is also designated at this point with the token types listed in Table 1 .
The SPACE, COLON, BRACKET and OTHER types can be identified right from the grammar. The ENGLISH, NUM- BER and ALPHA-NUMERIC parts need additional treatment. In the parsing process, once an alpha-numeric token has been identified, it will be further categorized into EN-GLISH, NUMBER or ALPHA-NUMERIC type. We introduce the NUMBER type because the tokens for numbers can usually be represented as integers (4 bytes), omitting its text form. To identify ENGLISH tokens, we pre-load tokens of English words into the token-ID map and assign ENGLISH type to all of them. If the alpha-numeric token is not a pure number and is not found in the map, its type will be assigned as ALPHA-NUMERIC. We introduce the SEQ token type to enable treatment of multiple-token strings, a path for example, as one token. After the log entry has been parsed, it will be transferred to the pattern generating process. The patterns we are generating are token-based wild-card patterns. Namely, the * symbol is used to mark any token. For example, the pattern "Connection from *" would match the message "Connection from 1.1.1.1" but does not match the message "Connection from 1.1.1.1 port 80". Since log messages are usually meant to be human readable they are typically composed of an English phrase or sentence with other variable parts. Thus we use English terms in determining message patterns.
A pattern is extracted from a parsed log message (sequence of tokens) using the following heuristic: For each token in the description, if the token is an ENGLISH, SPACE, BRACKET or COLON token, then we leave it as it is and put the token into the pattern (with the corresponding original token position). Otherwise, we create a KLEEN_STAR token, which acts as a token container, and put the considered token into it. The KLEEN_STAR token is then inserted into the corresponding position in the pattern. A pattern is represented by a sequence of token ids similar to the message representation. The only difference is that patterns may contain special KLEEN_STAR tokens.
Next, the pattern will be inserted into the pattern hash, where the pattern key is a sequence of ids of the tokens in the pattern. If the pattern does not exist in the hash, then it will be inserted. Otherwise, the newly to-be-inserted pattern will be merged with the existing one. The merging process is performed at each of the corresponding KLEEN_STAR tokens. We store tokens in the KLEEN_STAR tokens to allow future viewing of their detail. Table 2 shows the number of patterns resulting from our heuristic compared to the number of input lines and input variations. The extremely low number of resulting patterns relative to the number of original log lines suggests that the heuristic works satisfactorily. With relatively low number of message patterns, analysts can review the overview contents of log files efficiently. In addition, since the heuristic guarantees that the standalone English tokens will never be masked out with KLEEN_STAR, the resulting patterns are likely to be human understandable.
Analysis of resulting patterns revealed similarities in message patterns, that suggested further grouping into message clusters might be advantageous. For example, all three patterns portray the same kind of event and look very similar. However, because the patterns have slightly different lengths and appearances of tokens, they cannot, by our heuristic, be grouped into the same cluster. This is a problem for all approaches that cluster log messages based on the message length. Thus, we took another approach to handling this issue which is presented in the following sub section.
Clustering on patterns: meta-clustering
This process groups similar message clusters based on the patterns generated in the previous step. To avoid confusion, we call the message clusters from the previous step "1-clusters" which are represented by "1-patterns" and we call groups of these clusters "meta-clusters". We use the diff function in Perl's Algorithm::Diff [2] as a foundation to define 1-patterns' similarities. The diff function takes two arrays of strings, each of which represents a sequence of tokens, and returns the shortest sequence of changes that make the first array appear exactly like the second array. We use the number of changes reported by diff as a basis for similarity evaluation between pairs of 1-patterns. Since the 1-patterns are sequences of tokens, we count the changes (insertion, deletion, or replacement; this measure is also known as Levenshtein distance) at the token level and use them to infer similarity as follows. Let P1 and P2 be 1-patterns in the form of sequence of tokens. Let θ > 0 be an integer and γ ∈ [0, 1]. Then,
The first criteria considers the two 1-patterns as similar when the number of changes is less than a given threshold θ . The second criteria uses rational changes (the ratio of the changes count and the minimal length of the 1-patterns) to determine pattern similarity. We may use solely one of the two criteria or both of them in conjunction with 'and' or 'or' logic. Experiments on values of θ and γ on various log files are presented in Sect. 4.
The 1-patterns and similarity relationships form a graph, whose vertices are 1-patterns and edges are their pairwise similarity relationships. For performance reasons we introduce a pruning heuristic to avoid performing similarity tests on all pairs of the 1-patterns as follows.
Define the English signature ENG_SIGNATURE(P) of a 1-pattern P to be a subsequence of tokens of P that contains only English tokens. Two English signatures are equal if and only if they are the same sequence of tokens. Next group the patterns that have equal ENG_SIGNATURE. Thus, Fig. 1 . We call such groups "1-meta-cluster" since they represent clusters of 1-clusters.
In order to group 1-patterns having different but similar English signatures we define an English signature similarity graph like we previously did with 1-patterns where we let English signatures be vertices and similarity relationships be edges. We then merge the 1-meta-clusters whose English signatures are in the same connected component of the English signature similarity graph and call them "2-metaclusters". As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the User Failed Authentication 1-patterns are now grouped into the same 2-metaclusters.
Since 2-meta-clusters have been formed using only English signature information, they may contain non-similar 1-patterns that have similar English signatures. Hence, for each 2-meta-cluster of 1-patterns, we refine it by grouping its 1-pattern members that are in the same 1-pattern graph component to separate dissimilar 1-patterns of similar English signatures (e.g. the first 2-meta-cluster in Fig. 1 ). We call these final refined clusters "3-meta-clusters". We do not evaluate similarity relations between 1-patterns of different 2-meta-clusters as we do not expect them to be similar.
Finally, we produce a summary of the 1-patterns in each 3-meta-cluster by forming "meta-patterns" which are approximately the longest common subsequence of all 1-patterns in a 3-meta-cluster with KLEEN_STARs (*) inserted at appropriate locations.
Results
We tested Teiresias, SLCT, Loghound, IPLoM, and our meta-clustering tool on system log files from [6] and a 2-week log from a 288 node cluster. Note that there is no comprehensive objective measure for evaluation. Rather we seek to capture an indication of useability via evaluation of the ability to process large datasets and of the number and content of patterns returned. The input parameters used for Teiresias and SLCT are from [7] , and are (L = 2, W = 3, K = 10) (support = 10), respectively. Those for Loghound and IPLoM are from [3] and are (support = 10) and (support = 0.1, lowerbound = 0.1, upperbound = 0.9, ClusterGoodnessThreshold = 0.34), respectively. Determination of the parameter for the meta-clustering is discussed below.
Number of patterns and clustering
Results on the raw datasets are given in Table 2 . The log clustering tools were run on a desktop computer with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Extreme CPU X9770 @ 3.20 GHz with 8 GB of RAM. With this available memory, most of the existing tools could not handle large datasets. Those that failed Table 3 , except for IPLoM/Liberty which we terminated after 5 days when the tool was still in step 2 of its algorithm.
In the 4 large datasets, SLCT produced significantly greater numbers of patterns than the other tools, often reporting conceptually similar messages as distinct patterns, due to individual support greater than the threshold. For example, RAS KERNEL INFO generating core.23148 and RAS KERNEL INFO generating core.23149 occurred 16 times in the Blue Gene/L hence making them legitimate distinct patterns. There were, in fact, 45,065 variations of RAS KERNEL INFO generating core.### frequent messages resulting in 45,065 over specific patterns.
In contrast, IPLoM in Blue Gene/L dataset produced only 27 patterns, with only 586 outliers. However, the results in this dataset were mostly over grouped, such as RAS * * * * * * * * * * * * *. The format of the Blue Gene/L messages often contained message tags as message prefixes, resulting in low entropy in prefixes' position thus resulting in patterns that emphasize the tags over the content.
Our 1-pattern results (in regular 'Baler' column) returned an intermediate number of patterns, where some unnecessary patterns were generated due to username/services appearing as English words (e.g. nobody, login, python), these were reduced by meta-clustering. We empirically chose a Table 3 Number of patterns resulting from each log/tool from the initial number of lines of each of 5 datasets. Too little reduction does not significantly reduce the number of patterns to search; too much reduction may result in over grouped patterns of little utility diff-ratio of 0.3, which produced only a few over-grouped meta-clusters, while enabling users to browse inside the meta-cluster to see detailed 1-patterns. However, this did result in over-grouping of short 1-patterns (in terms of tokens) that have no or a few English words. In addition some of the 1-patterns that looked conceptually similar, were not grouped.
To determine the grouping sensitivity of the meta-clustering parameter, we varied the diff-ratio from 0.1 to 1.0 in increments of 0.1 and varied the diff-count from 1 to 10 in increments of 1. Diff-ratio only, diff-count only, diff-count && diff-ratio and diff-count || diff-ratio were tested. Fewer patterns were obtained by diff-count threshold 10 || diffratio threshold 1.0 which were over-grouped and thus poorly readable. Greater numbers of patterns were obtained by diffcount threshold 1 && diff-ratio threshold 0.1 which resulted in little grouping of 1 patterns and thus little additional benefit. While there is no absolute ideal choice of this parameter, subjective review of the results for these log files led to our choice of 0.3 that balanced between over and under grouping. This value was used for all additional applications in this section. Summary of the final meta-patterns is in Table 5 and the summary of the number of "diff" function calls are in Table 4 .
In order to evaluate the tools in the absence of the out of memory condition, we ran the tools on 10 sets of 10,000 line samples from the logs. Some tools report, and cluster, only their most frequent patterns and/or messages, placing the remaining lines, possibly unprocessed in an additional outlier file. As it may well be necessary to investigate the outlier data for events of interest, we therefore also include in the number of patterns the number of unique outliers generated. Average numbers of patterns and of reported patterns + outliers are given in Table 6 . SLCT, IPLoM and, Baler meta-clustering tools behaved generally as they did on the full data sets. Teiresias produced relatively few patterns, with significant information treated as unique outliers, resulting in substantial information being left to parse manually. Loghound reports clusters (represented by patterns) which are not mutually exclusive. (This is confirmed as the summation of clusters' supports exceeded the original number of log messages (even with -c to force the program to print closed frequent itemsets only).) The frequency of a type of event that is reported in several different patterns is thus potentially occluded. In addition, because Loghound clusters messages based on frequent items, it also shared the same weak point as SLCT i.e. it tended to produce over specific patterns from redundant messages.
Of significant concern is that tools that utilize a frequency of appearance criteria to determine the pattern option, may not report identical messages in subsequent datasets in an identical way. For example, we got dhcpd: DHCPRE- QUEST for * from * via eth0 from the first subset of the Liberty dataset and dhcpd: * * * * * via eth0 from the same systems ninth data subset. Therefore, while subsetting the data allows for results to be obtained by the tools, it does not actually provide a robust methodology for enabling comparison of log reports over long periods of time.
Contextual comparison
To give more insight into results from the various tools, we examined the pattern reporting of some conditions of interest in the Glory system at Sandia National Laboratories, a 288 node, 16 processor/node system, over a two week period. Teiresias again resulted in an out-of-memory error, and thus was omitted in this trial.
CPU stuck
A significant failure mode on the machine is that the CPU stops responding to the system. This is indicated in the error logs by the phrase "CPU stuck" with indication of which CPU. While this phrase may be easily found using grep, this case provides substantial insight into the tool reporting. While, again, the choice of meaningful representation is subjective, representations that are easily parsed to determine the number of CPU stuck events or are further searchable to determine which CPUs are stuck are perhaps the most intuitive. Figure 2 shows result patterns of the message type CPU stuck. SLCT gave 2 patterns and 16 slightly different outliers due to their low support. Ideally, these patterns would be grouped into one. Loghound produced overlapping clusters making it difficult to determine how many events of this type actually occurred. IPLoM, in this case, produced a perfect pattern for CPU stuck. Baler 1-patterns suffered from the multiple use word python, which in this case refers to a program but also shows up as an English word in the dictionary, being part of the message. This problem was resolved in the meta-clustering.
SLCT: 1) * invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 2) APP4 invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 (92 outliers) Loghound: 1) * (invoked) * * * oomkilladj=0 2) * (invoked) oom-killer: * * (oomkilladj=0) 3) * (invoked) (oom-killer:) * order=0, (oomkilladj=0) 4) * (invoked) (oom-killer:) gfp_mask=0x280d2, (order=0,) (oomkilladj=0) 5) APP20 (invoked) (oom-killer:) * (order=0,) (oomkilladj=0) 6) APP4 (invoked) (oom-killer:) * (order=0,) (oomkilladj=0) 7) APP4 (invoked) (oom-killer:) gfp_mask=0x201d2, (order=0,) (oomkilladj=0) 8) * (invoked) (oom-killer:) gfp_mask=0x201d2, (order=0,) (oomkilladj=0) IPLoM: 1) Node 0 DMA: 3*4kB 3*8kB 4*16kB 4*32kB 3*64kB <4>APP26 invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 2) Node 0 * * * * * * * * invoked oom-killer: * order=0, oomkilladj=0 3) Node 1 Normal: 0*4kB 1*8kB 1*16kB 1*32kB 1*64kB 0*128kB 2*256kB 0*512kB <4>APP22 invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 4) Node * * * * * * * 2*128kB * * 1*1024kB 0*2048kB * * invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 (82 outliers)
Baler-meta 0.3: 1) Node 0 *: * * * * * * * 1*512kB * * invoked oom-killer: * order=0, oomkilladj=0 2) Node 0 *: *invoked oom-killer: * order=0, oomkilladj=0 3) Node 0 DMA32: 1*4kB 0*8kB 2*16kB 1*32kB 1*64kB 0*128kB 1*256kB 0*512kB 1*1024kB 0*2048kB <4>APP4 invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 4) Node 0 *:* <4>APP26 invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 5) Node * * invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 6) Node 0 Normal: 12*4kB 8*8kB 0*16kB 0*32kB 1*64kB 2*128kB <4>APP4 invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x280d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 7) Node * Normal: * 1*8kB 1*16kB * 0*128kB * invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 8) Node 1 Normal: 1*4kB 2*8kB 1*16kB 1*32kB 0*64kB 2*128kB 1*256kB 0*512kB 1*1024kB 0*2048kB 1*4096kB <4>APP4 invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 9) * invoked oom-killer: * order=0, oomkilladj=0 10) lowmem_reserve[]:*invoked oom-killer: * order=0, oomkilladj=0 
oom-killer
A significant failure mode on the Glory system is the killing of jobs due to an out-of-memory condition on the nodes. When an overly high memory utilization occurs a system process called the oom-killer kills processes on the node to free up memory. A grep for oom-killer results in representations with far more variety than that of CPU stuck. Pattern results are presented in Fig. 3 . While, again, the choice of meaningful representation is subjective, representations that are easily parsed to determine the number of oom-killer events or which applications are killed are perhaps the most intuitive.
SLCT produced only a couple of patterns related to oom-killer. It did capture a somewhat desirable pattern: * invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask = 0x201d2, order = 0, oomkilladj = 0 in that a variety of applications are represented in the *, however there is overspecificity in the gfp_mask, with other entries not captured. Relatedly, the second pattern could conceptually be clustered with the first, but was not because of significant support for APP4. Infrequent patterns were not captured. 9) * invoked oom-killer: * order=0, oomkilladj=0 9.1) APP13 invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 9.2) APP20 invoked oom-killer: * order=0, oomkilladj=0 9.3) APP26 invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 9.4) APP4 invoked oom-killer: * order=0, oomkilladj=0 9.5) APP6 invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 9.6) * invoked oom-killer: * order=0, oomkilladj=0 9.7) srun invoked oom-killer: gfp_mask=0x201d2, order=0, oomkilladj=0 Fig. 4 Baler-meta 0.3 oom-killer result, which clusters applications and is independent of the gfp_mask Loghound captured patterns desirable in elucidating that something had invoked the oom-killer, however again nonmutually exclusive clusters makes it difficult to determine the frequency of this type of failure.
IPLoM again suffered from an unfortunate choice of token position for preliminary grouping and hence completely missed * invoked oom-killer.
Before the meta-clustering step Baler produced many patterns, which were then partially handled by the metaclustering. The representation that was not well captured by SLCT was well captured by the meta-clustering here, in which a pattern was discovered that clusters the applications and is independent of the gfp_mask, as shown in Fig. 4. 
EDAC memory error-transaction type
The EDAC, or Error Detection And Correction, is a kernel module for detecting and reporting errors that occur in Linux systems. A grep on the log files returns a significant number of distinct representations. While various simple cases such as EDAC amd64 MC0: BUS ERROR: vs EDAC amd64 MC1: BUS ERROR: were investigated, here we highlight handling of a more interesting case.
The Baler meta-clustering grouped the messages of interest with the memory transaction types generic read, snoop, and evict together, as shown in Fig. 5 even though there are a variable number of tokens in the * position. Other tools do not cluster these messages together, with IPLoM particularly incapable of doing so because of its dependency on the number of tokens per line as an early grouping, and with SLCT and Loghound unable to do so since the supports of the pattern candidates by their heuristics are too low.
Conclusions and future work
We tried existing open-source log clustering tools and uncovered several problems. Firstly, most of the existing tools could not handle large amounts of data because of memory or time limits, and we strictly needed this capability in order to apply the tools on large-scale clusters. Secondly, we identified that frequent pattern mining based tools tended to produce fair numbers of outliers where the messages occurred infrequently enough so that they could not form clusters. This prevented us from catching some of the interesting system events. Thirdly, frequent pattern mining based algorithms suffered from generating many similar over-specific patterns caused by frequent redundant mes-sages. This resulted in overwhelming numbers of output patterns. Fourthly, the split-by-entropy based algorithm, with only single-time split position selection, frequently caused over-grouped clusters that resulted in too generic and uninformative patterns. Lastly, the existing tools had to run many passes over the input, thus restricting them from incremental processing (i.e. loading existing results, processing only the new input and then updating the results) which is needed for periodic system analysis.
The Baler meta clustering tool we developed addressed the identified issues. Our clustering technique worked from the perspective of token attributes rather than frequency or entropy of token-position. Therefore, every log message belongs to a 1-pattern and a meta-pattern, resulting in deterministic and lossless log message clustering. Based on various results, the tool showed that token attribute based clustering alone was powerful enough to significantly reduce (see Table 2 ) the number of patterns needing to be parsed manually without losing the information that is important to humans (e.g. English words that show properties of system events). Our meta clustering heuristic also addresses the redundant over-specific 1-patterns problem caused by English-word usernames, programs, services, and further condenses the information. In addition, since our tool requires only a single pass over the data, it can support incremental processing.
Our planned future work includes making a user-friendly graphical user interface for easy pattern browsing, manual 1-pattern grouping and supporting user-defined patterns in conjunction with a spatiotemporal event visualization engine to improve system analysis and understanding. The spatiotemporal information of the clustered events will also be used to investigate event causal discovery.
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